CMT-nek is a new scientific application for performing high fidelity predictive simulations of particle laden explosively dispersed turbulent flows. CMT-nek involves detailed simulations, is compute intensive and is targeted to be deployed on exascale platforms. The moving particles are the main source of load imbalance as the application is executed on parallel processors. In a demonstration problem, all the particles are initially in a closed container until a detonation occurs and the particles move apart. If all processors get an equal share of the fluid domain, then only some of the processors get sections of the domain that are initially laden with particles, leading to disparate load on the processors. In order to eliminate load imbalance in different processors and to speedup the makespan, we present different load balancing algorithms for CMT-nek on large scale multi-core platforms consisting of hundred of thousands of cores. The detailed process of the load balancing algorithms are presented. The performance of the different load balancing algorithms are compared and the associated overheads are analyzed. Evaluations on the application with and without load balancing are conducted and these show that with load balancing, simulation time becomes faster by a factor of up to 9.97.
INTRODUCTION
Flows with compressible multiphase turbulence (CMT) are difficult to accurately predict and simulate because of complexities of the actual physical processes involved. CMT-nek [1] is a new scientific application that solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ICS '18, June 12-15, 2018 for multiphase flows. This application is designed to perform high fidelity, predictive simulations of particle laden explosively dispersed turbulent flows under conditions of extreme pressure and temperature. The actual physical processes underlying explosive dispersal are complex and cover a very wide range of temporal and spatial scales. Therefore, the simulations require enormous computing power and CMT-nek is expected to be deployed in petascale and exascale supercomputers.
CMT-nek leverages the code setup and data structures used in Nek5000 which is an open source spectral element based computational fluid dynamics code developed at Argonne National Laboratory for simulating unsteady incompressible fluid flow with thermal and passive scalar transport [2] [3] [4] . Nek5000 is a highly scalable code, with demonstrated strong scaling to over a million MPI ranks on ALCF BG/Q Mira. Nek5000 is, however, limited to low speed flows by its formulation and discretization. Further, Nek5000 does not simulate particle laden flows. As a simulation workhorse, CMT-nek is expected to facilitate fundamental breakthroughs and development of better (physics-informed) models and closures for compressible multiphase turbulence.
Nek5000 uses a static load balancing strategy, where the domain is first partitioned into spectral elements. The domain partitioner uses a recursive spectral bisection algorithm [5] and arranges the resulting spectral elements in a one-dimensional array preserving spatial locality. The one-dimensional array of spectral elements is then equally divided among the processors. CMT-nek, on the other hand, has a dynamic load balancing strategy. Firstly, CMT-nek estimates the ratio of computational load between particles and fluid. Then, the total computational load on each spectral element is calculated and finally, the one-dimensional array of spectral elements is partitioned, and elements are distributed to the processors so that the computational load is evenly distributed. Thus, if the particles are clustered in an area of the domain at the start of simulation, then processors receiving elements from that area will be assigned fewer elements compared to processors receiving elements outside that area. As the particles begin to spread out, the current element to processor assignment becomes sub-optimal degrading performance and requiring a fresh element to processor assignment. In contrast to Nek5000, CMT-nek can perform a reassignment.
Dynamic load balancing for scientific applications that consist of coupled data structures is a challenging problem [6] . In this paper, we showcase the improvement in performance of CMT-nek (with moving particles and multiple coupled data structures) upon using dynamic load balancing, with minimal overhead added due to the load balancing step itself. The application has a potential of scaling to millions of MPI ranks in the future and load balancing enhances its scalability. This is the type of scaling that is required for achieving high performance on next generation exascale machines. The load balancing techniques presented here may be applied to a broad class of mesh-based or otherwise multidomain numerical solvers of partial differential equations.
We developed three different algorithms for load balancing based on centralized, distributed and hybrid approaches, respectively, to distribute the computational load among processors. A preprocessing step uses an architecture independent re-ordering strategy to organize the load as a one-dimensional array [5] of spectral elements with particles while preserving spatial locality. The particles are mapped to the same processor that process the corresponding spectral elements containing these particles. The load balancing algorithm speeds up CMT-nek by a factor of up to 9.97. On an Intel Broadwell platform, the overhead of the hybrid load balancing algorithm was only 1.82 times the cost of each iteration for 65, 520 MPI ranks, whereas on a BG/Q platform, the overhead of the distributed load balancing algorithm was only 2.33 times the computational cost of each iteration for 393, 216 MPI ranks. Given that load balancing is performed every several hundred to several thousand iterations, the load balancing overhead is negligible.
We also developed an algorithm to automatically initiate a load balancing step as the application is running. This relieves the user from having to specify a fixed interval when load balancing should be triggered. We show that in one case this improves the overall time by about 9.4% compared to a fixed load balancing approach where a load balancing interval is specified by the user.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related load balancing literature and how our work differs from existing work. Section 3 gives a brief background of CMTnek. Section 4 presents our load balancing strategies. Experimental results and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
RELATED WORK
Dynamic load balancing has been researched extensively in various other applications which require high performance computing. For example, Lieber et al. [7] decouple the cloud scheme from the static partitioning of the atmospheric model. Essentially, the cloud data are managed by a new, highly scalable framework, that supports dynamic load balancing. Due to the presence of tightly coupled data structures of fluid and particles, CMT-nek cannot use that strategy of creating a specialized framework for particles.
Menon et al. [8] present an adaptive load-balancing strategy where the application monitors and decides the right time to trigger a load-balancing scheme. While their work focuses specifically on automatically triggering load balancing, in this work, we developed a comprehensive load-balancing strategy for a real application, which includes an automatic load balancer. The method used in our automatic load balancer determines the slope of performance degradation at runtime and based on this information the load balancing period I is adjusted. Thus, unlike [8] , our load-balancing period changes adaptively at runtime and hence is sensitive to performance variations during simulation. Our method may also trigger load balancing earlier in I if for some reason performance degradation is greater than the overhead to load balance.
Another body of work involving load balancing is plasma-based particle-in-cell (PIC) code [9] [10] [11] . Load balancing these codes presents the same challenges as load balancing CMT-nek, due to the presence of tightly coupled data structures. CMT-nek is more complex as it always models particle-particle interactions (four-way coupling), whereas the PIC models such interactions only in certain cases when a collision operator is implemented. Compared to the work in [12] that uses the Hilbert-Peano curve to partition a domain, we use the spectral bisection method. Plimpton et al. [11] as well as Nakashima et al. [13] perform a spatial decomposition as in CMT-nek; however, the assignment of grid cells to processors is static, whereas the number of particles is balanced out as part of their load-balancing algorithm. In CMT-nek, on the other hand, the processors owning the particles also own the grid cells (or spectral elements, as we call them) and mapping of grid cells to processors changes every time load balancing is done.
Pearce et al. [14] balance out particle-particle interactions instead of the number of particles, in keeping with the fact that the work done by a processor is proportional to the interactions computed. This scheme benefits applications where the density of interactions is nonuniform. CMT-nek does not only simulates particle-particle interactions, but incurs additional computational load due to the interactions between particles and fluid. Thus, the methods developed by Pearce et al. may not readily be applied to CMT-nek.
Bhatele et al. [15] present a load-balancing approach suitable for molecular dynamics applications that have a relatively uniform density of molecules. The variation in particles density in CMT-nek is much different from the situation considered in Bhatele et al.
The use of parallel k-d trees can improve the cost of particleparticle interactions using techniques described in [16] . When the number of cores in the platform is very large, the underlying manyto-many communication between cores can be further optimized by methods described in [17] . These will be considered in future.
Particles in CMT-nek
The particle algorithm follows the evolution of each particle in a series of time steps. For a given time step, there are essentially three phases:
Interpolation phase. Utilizing barycentric Lagrange interpolation [20] , fluid properties are interpolated from the grid points to the location of a particle. This is done on an element-by-element basis, meaning that only the Gauss-Lobatto grid points within the spectral element in which the particle resides contribute to the fluid properties at the particle location.
Equation solve phase. The force from the fluid on a particle is evaluated using the previously interpolated fluid properties at the particle location, along with time-varying and constant properties of each particle, such as its velocity and mass. These forces are for each local element e do 3: elementLoad[e] = particle load + fluid load 4: = number of particles in element + f luid_load ▷ where f luid_load = average time to process an element / average time to process a particle 5: end for 6: end function then used in explicit updates of the particle velocity and position using the same third-order Runge-Kutta formulation for the time integration as is used by the DGSEM solver for the fluid phase in the Eulerian reference frame.
Movement phase. After the position of each particle is updated, it is possible that it can spatially reside within a different spectral element than it was in previously. If this occurs and the core that holds the data of the previous spectral is different than the core that holds the data of the new spectral element, the particle data is transferred to the new core.
Parallelization in CMT-nek
To make an application scalable, the domain is partitioned, and each processor gets a section of the domain [21, 22] . The mapping process of spectral elements to processors may be decomposed into three main stages:
(1) Transforming the 3-D distribution of elements in the fluid domain to an architecture independent 1-D array of elements while maintaining spatial locality [23] (2) Partitioning the 1-D element array (3) Mapping the element partitions to the processors CMT-nek uses a recursive spectral bisection method [5, 24] to create the 1-D element array at first , which are then partitioned such that each processor gets an equal number of elements. The particles contained in an element are then assigned to the processor to which the element is mapped. Figure 1 shows an example where a 1-D element array is created from elements in a 2-D fluid domain and partitioned uniformly by CMT-nek, irrespective of the number of particles in an element. This partitioning strategy causes load balancing issues, especially in the case of particle-laden explosively driven flows, where billions of particles might be initially contained in a small region of the overall domain.
Algorithm 2 Centralized load balancing algorithm
Output: A load balanced element to processor assignment 1: function recompute_partitions 2:
for each processor P i do 3: call compute_element_load 4: send array elementLoad to Processor P 0 5: end for 6:
P 0 receives elementLoad from processors 7: P 0 sorts elementLoad based on global element index 8: P 0 computes prefix sum of elementLoad 9:
P 0 stores the prefix sum in array pre f ix_sum 10: call partition_load(pre f ix_sum, lenдth) to decide where to chop the pre f ix_sum array and assign element→processor map 11: P 0 broadcasts the new element→processor map 12: return element→processor map 13: end function
LOAD BALANCING CMT-NEK
In this section we describe our load balancing strategy. Section 4.1 shows how the computational load on an element is determined for the purposes of load balancing. Section 4.2 presents a centralized, a distributed and a hybrid version of the domain repartitioning algorithm. Section 4.3 presents an example that further clarifies the steps in these algorithms. Section 4.4 describes the logistics of data sharing between processors, and finally, Section 4.5 describes two algorithms for triggering load balancing at runtime.
Determining computational load on a spectral element
Computational load on an element is quantified as the number of particles present inside the element plus a baseline load for fluid computation. The latter is considered to be about the same for any element since fluid computations involve solving fluid properties at each grid point in an element and all hexahedral spectral elements have the same number of grid points. In fact, the load on each element due to fluid computations is O(N 4 ), where N is the number of grid points along one direction [25] . To ensure that particle load does not dominate fluid load and vice versa, we represent fluid load as a constant defined as the ratio of the average time it takes to process a single element to the average time it takes to process a single particle by running the application prior to enabling load balancing. This constant is dependent on the platform and also on problem parameters such as grid size. Algorithm 1 describes the computation of relative load on an element. Once the computational load for each element is determined, the next step is to repartition the 1-D array of spectral elements as shown in Figure 1 , which is described in next section.
Repartitioning strategies
We developed a centralized, a distributed and a hybrid algorithm for repartitioning the 1-D array. 4.2.1 Centralized. The main theme of the centralized algorithm is that all the processors send their total computational load to processor P 0 . Processor P 0 then computes the prefix sum of the load on elements ordered according to their global IDs, partitions the prefix sum array, uses the partitioning to create a new element→processor for i = 1, np -1 do 5:
iterate over pre f ix_sum and determine the 7: position p of the first sum that exceeds threshold 8: consider pre f ix_sum entries at p and p − 1 9:
10:
include p − lp − 1 entries in current partition 13 :
else 15: include p − lp entries in current partition 16 :
map elements in current partition to processor P i−1 19: end for 20: map elements in the last partition to the last processor 21: return element → processor map 22: end function map M ′ , and finally, broadcasts M ′ to all processors. This scheme is presented in Algorithm 2 and the steps are traced using an example. 4.2.2 Distributed. The centralized load balancing has processor P 0 in the critical path that determines how fast the load balancing may complete. In the distributed version, we remove this bottleneck and let each processor collaborate to have a local copy of the prefix sum of the load. After that, each processor calculates a local element→processor map. The processors share their local maps which each processor composes to form a global element→processor map. As a last step, each processor adjusts the mapping to guarantee that the number of elements assigned to a processor does not exceed a maximum bound defined by the user by setting a variable "lelt". The distributed load-balancing scheme is presented in Algorithm 4 and the steps are traced using an example. 4.2.3 Hybrid. The hybrid load-balancing algorithm is a combination of the centralized and distributed algorithms. First, the processors collaboratively create the local copy of the prefix sum and each processor calculates a local element→processor map. Then, each processor sends the local map to processor P 0 . P 0 then aggregates the data to create the global map. P 0 also adjusts the mapping to guarantee that the number of elements assigned to a processor does not exceed "lelt". Finally, processor P 0 broadcasts the element→processor map, M ′ , to all processors. In order to save space, the hybrid algorithm is omitted here. However, it is basically Lines 1-7 in Algorithm 4, Lines 1-20 in Algorithm 5, sending element→processor map to processor P 0 , Line 22 in Algorithm 5 executed on processor P 0 , and finally, broadcasting the new element→processor map to all processors.
Algorithm 4 Distributed load balancing algorithm
Output: A load balanced element to processor assignment 1: for each processor P i in parallel do 2: call compute_element_load 3: compute pre f ix_sum for element load array of P i 4:
loadsum i = sum of total load on P 0 , · · · , P i−2 , P i−1 5: for each entry in pre f ix_sum array do 6: add loadsum i to that entry 7: end for 8: call partition_load_distributed(pre f ix_sum,nelдt,lelt) 9: end for
Initially, element load = particle load + fluid computation load Additionally, here for simplicity, load due to fluid computation is computed as: total number of particles/total number of elements = 36/12 = 3
Hence, total element load is given by the following (Lines 2-5, Algorithm 1)
All processors send element load to processor P0. P0 sorts the loads based on global element id. Thus, processor P0 has (Line 7, Algorithm 2): 
An example illustrating the repartitioning strategies
Suppose the fluid domain has been partitioned into 12 elements, converted into 1-D array using the recursive spectral bisection method, and that there are 36 particles placed in these elements, as shown in Figure 1 . Further suppose that there are 3 processors, P 0 , P 1 and P 2 . Initially, CMT-nek partitions the element array uniformly, so each processor gets 4 elements. This setup and the initial element→processor assignment are shown in Figure 2 . Using this setup, the element load is calculated using Algorithm 1, where fluid load is computed as 3.
Steps in centralized load balancing. In a centralized version, all processors send their arrays of element load to a central processor P 0 as shown in Figure 2 . We use the underlying crystal router mechanism in Nek5000 for this communication. Thus, by the end of this step, the processor P 0 has gathered the load for all elements and have sorted them based on the global element ordering. Figure 3 shows the second step in the centralized algorithm, where P 0 processes the element load information received. The element load array stores the total computational load on elements indexed by the global element index. Following that, processor P 0 computes its prefix sum, as well as a threshold load computed as the total load divided by the number of processors. The threshold load helps us to distribute the load as evenly as possible on the processors. In our example, the threshold load is 72/3 = 24.
After a threshold value is calculated, processor P 0 iterates over the element load array and checks the point where the threshold is for e = 0 to last_e do ▷ all elements in P i 7:
processor [e] = (pre f ix_sum[e] -1) / loadavд 8:
end for 9: ▷ Second round of processor assignment to ensure the number of elements assigned to a processor does not exceed limit lelt 10: if P i is neither the first nor the last processor then 11:
Send processor [last_e] to P i+1 12:
Recv processor [last_e] of P i−1 13: Store received value in recvAssiдn 14: else if current processor is the first processor then 15: Send processor [last_e] to P i+1 16: else if current processor is the last processor then 17:
Recv processor [last_e] of P i−1 18: Store received value in recvAssiдn 19: end if 20:
Using recvAssiдn when present, and processor [e] mapping for all local elements, P i creates a mapping of processor index and element left boundary represented by the global element index of first element assigned to the processor. 21: The processors call MPI _ALLGAT H ERV to gather this information and at the end of this step all processors have a mapping of processor index and global element index of the first element. 22: P i checks if the number of elements assigned to processor P k , k = 0, · · · , np − 1, is bounded by lelt. If number of elements assigned to processor P k is greater than lelt, the right element boundary for P k is moved to left until the number of elements in P k is lelt. The number of elements in P k +1 increases and the bound check is continued for processor P k +1 , P k +2 and so on. 23 : end function reached or just exceeded. When that point is reached, two preceding values in the element load array are evaluated to check where the partition should be placed. In our example, the prefix sum values for elements 4 and 5 (sum values of 18 and 26) are evaluated against the threshold to determine the first position of partitioning. Since 24 − 18 = 6, whereas 26 − 24 = 2, element 5 is nearer to threshold 24, and therefore, the position of the first cut is in between the fifth and sixth elements. In the meantime, "lelt" is also considered. If the maximum number of elements in a processor has been reached while the threshold position hasn't, the partition is still placed here.
Since there are three processors, two cuts will be needed to create three partitions. The n t h cut to the load array will happen at a point Processor P0
P0 calculates the prefix sum of element load (Line 8, Algorithm 2)
Compute the threshold load for partitioning prefix sum (Line 5, Algorithm 3): threshold interval = total load/number of precossors = 72/3 = 24 So cuts will be done for threshold loads of 24, 48 Candidates for first cut First cut may happen between element 4 and 5, or between element 5 and 6 Choose the one closest to the threshold (Line 6-17, Algorithm 3) Thus, cut happens between elements 5 and 6 since |18-24|= 6 and |26-24|=2
Hence, the partition is as follows: Global element id  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 11 12  Element load  3  6  4  5  8  8  10 8  7  3  7  3   Global element id  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 11 where the load is close to threshold × n. Thus, the threshold for the second cut is 24 × 2 = 48, and the second cut is made between the seventh and eighth elements.
Each processor calculates the total load in this system (Line 3 in Algorithm 5): total load = total number of particles + fluid computation*total number of elements = 72 average load (Line 4 in Algorithm 5) = total load/number of processors = 24 Processor mapping is calculated as (prefix sum-1)/average load (Lines 5-8 in Algorithm 5)
Each processor sends the last processor mapping to its next processor, and receives what is send from the previous processor (Lines 10-19 in Algorithm 5).
Each processor compares what it receives, and create the table that tracks the element that is assigned to processor different from the previous element (Line 20 in Algorithm 5)
Concatenate these arrays to get the global array by each processor (Line 21 in Algorithm 5)
Based on the beginning positions, each processor checks the number of elements assigned to a processor such that it won't exceed the maximum number of elements belonged to each processor. Here lelt is not exceeded, so the final distribution is P0 owns elements from 1-4, P1 owns elements from 5-7 and P2 owns elements from 8 -12. Once the partitions are made, processor P 0 creates the element → processor map. As shown in Figure 3 , the first five elements in the global 1-D array of elements are assigned to processor P 0 , the next two elements are assigned to processor P 1 and the last five elements are assigned to processor P 2 . This processor mapping information, is with processor P 0 only at this point. The mapping array is then distributed by P 0 to all the remaining processors. This step concludes the centralized algorithm to remap elements to processors as shown in Figure 4 .
Steps in distributed load balancing. In the distributed version, each processor computes the loads of elements assigned to it, followed by a local prefix sum of the loads as shown in Figure 5 . To convert a local prefix sum to a global prefix sum, each processor P i needs to know the prefix sum of load residing on processor P 0 through processor P i−1 , which is also known as exclusive prefix sum and implemented using MPI _EXSCAN . By adding this exclusive prefix sum to each entry of the local element load array, the global prefix sum is obtained. This process is illustrated in Figure 5 .
After obtaining the global prefix sum, each processor computes element→processor mapping as shown in Figure 6 . First, the total and average loads are calculated, which are 72 and 72/3 = 24, respectively, in our example. Given that the processors are homogeneous, the element→processor mapping may be obtained by simply dividing each global prefix sum (see Figure 5 ), less 1, by the average load. At this point, each processor has a portion of the new element→processor map, shown as "Processor mapping" in Figure 6 . Before making this new mapping the final one, we need to guarantee that the number of elements assigned to a processor does not exceed the maximum number defined by the user, that is "lelt". A naive way to check it is using an all-to-all communication to send and construct the entire global element→processor map at each processor and adjusting the number of elements such that no processor is assigned more than "lelt" elements.
Instead of sending the whole local element→processor map using the all-to-all communication as described above, the following happens in our implementation: 1) each processor sends the processor mapping of the last element to the next processor, and receives the data sent by the previous processor; and 2) each processor compares data received from the previous processor with the processor mapping for the first local element, to check if the processor mapping is the same or not. For example in Figure 6 , the data received by P 2 is 2, and it is the same as the processor mapping assigned to its first local element. Similarly, the data received by P 1 is 0, which is different from the processor number assigned to the first local element in P 1 . This is significant because this information is used by each processor to identify the global element index of the first element assigned to any processor. For example, P 2 can tell that the element with global index 9 is not the first element assigned to P 2 . Similarly, P 1 can tell that the global element index of the first elements assigned to P 1 and P 2 are 5 and 8, respectively. Then each processor collectively has a list of the global element indices of the first elements assigned to processors. Only this information is then shared among the processors using all-to-all communication, and finally, all processors have a consolidated list of global element indices of the first elements assigned to processors. Using this consolidated list, the processors then check the maximum bounds on number of assigned elements ("lelt"), and fix it if violated. This step concludes the distributed algorithm to remap elements to processors as shown in Figure 6 .
Steps in hybrid load balancing. In order to save space and avoid repetition, the examples for the hybrid load balancing is omitted here. It is the same as the distributed load-balancing examples in Figure 5 and the first 3 steps in Figure 6 . For the last but one step in Figure 6 , only processor P 0 receives the processor mapping and adjusts the position to make the number of elements in a processor within "lelt". Then, processor P 0 broadcasts the new element→processor map to all other processors.
Though in this example we started with uniform partitioning and defined a repartitioning strategy, the same process may be repeated as needed during the course of simulation whenever load imbalances arise.
The readers would note that the element→processor mapping arrays obtained using the centralized and distributed algorithms are different. That is because for the centralized algorithm, processor P 0 has global information of each element's load. While for the distributed algorithm, each processor only has local information. Thus, the centralized algorithm can make better decisions with regard to the element→processor mapping, compared to the distributed algorithm. However, there is no performance bottleneck caused by a single node in the distributed algorithm as in the centralized algorithm. Thus, there is a trade-off between better decisions and performance. The benefits of a hybrid load-balancing algorithm would be explained in Section 5.3.
Transfer of elements and particles. The new element → processor map is used by the processors to transfer elements and particles appropriately. For example, based on the new map obtained by the centralized algorithm in our example, processor P 1 would send it's first and last elements to processors P 0 and P 2 , respectively. The particles contained in the domain of each transferred element are transferred to the same respective destination processors. So far we have described computational load balancing of elements and particles on processors. It is also important to consider imbalances generated in the communication load. CMT-nek follows a discontinuous Galerkin scheme [1, 18] and hence is light on communication. Communication is required for transferring shared faces of elements residing on different processors. The original CMT-nek distributes elements uniformly among the processors. Hence, the number of faces to be shared is bounded implicitly. On the other hand, load-balanced CMT-nek distributes elements nonuniformly, which in the worst case, may result in an increase in the communication overhead. The communication overhead for a processor is upper bounded in the load-balanced code by specifying a maximum limit on how many elements may be assigned to the processor ("lelt"). Having such a limit also ensures that all elements and data fit into processor memory.
Distributing Elements and Particles
In this section we will describe the details of how data is transferred between processors. There are a large number of data structures in CMT-nek that contain element and particle information. Some of these data structures store static data while others store dynamic data. Static data include information such as the x, y and z coordinates of each element, curvature on the curved faces, and the boundary conditions. Dynamic data includes fluid and particle properties that change during simulation. We follow two primary strategies for information transfer.
4.4.1 Transferring data. Arrays storing the conserved variables such as mass, energy, and the three components of momentum are transferred. The transfer process consists of packing the arrays to be transferred, transferring the packed array, and finally unpacking the arrays received. We use the underlying crystal router in Nek5000 for transferring the packed data. 4.4.2 Reinitializing data. The data structures which store static data are reinitialized. For this step, we initiate calls to existing Nek5000 data initialization routines. This needed careful analysis since some routines store the status of calls using static variables local to the scope of the routines. We analyzed and updated such routines employing static variables to reset the state of those variables when load balancing is done.
After load balancing is complete, a processor will start the next time step, which involves the computation of field variables for all elements, including the new ones that were received. For all our tests we have diligently verified that the results of simulation has the same accuracy as the original CMT-nek.
Triggering a load-balancing step
As particles move during simulation, the original element → processor mapping becomes suboptimal since the particle-heavy elements with large computational load start getting lighter on particles as the particles move apart. This motivates the need for a dynamic load-balancing scheme, where load balancing may be triggered during an ongoing simulation process. There are two main strategies for triggering load balancing during simulation in CMT-nek. The first is performing load balancing at specific intervals where the lb_once = false ▷ set to true after first call to load balance 11: if cts ∈ P then 12:
Update t 1 , c 1 ; continue; 13: else if lb_once == false then 14: if (t 2 − t 1 )/t 1 > threshold then 15: Perform load balance; calculate lb_time; 
is the number of steps after which the next load balance would theoretically happen 20:
if cts − r _step ≥ rebal || deдradation > lb_time then 23: Perform load balance; calculate lb_time end if 28: end function intervals are specified by the user. The second strategy is adaptive load balancing, where no input is necessary from the user. 4.5.1 Fixed step load balancing. This type of load balancing requires user input. For example, a load-balancing step may be triggered after every k time steps, where k is specified by the user. To set a reasonable value for k, the user should be aware of the simulation details, such as the problem size, particle speed, duration of a time step, and so on. The user may also run the simulation for a certain time without load balancing to estimate k. 4.5.2 Adaptive load balancing. This type of load balancing is performed automatically by the program, with no input from the user. The details of the adaptive load-balance algorithm are presented in Algorithm 6. Before the adaptive load balancing strategy is applied, there is one compulsory load-balancing step which happens at the beginning after particles are initialized and placed and before the start of simulation. After that, in Algorithm 6, a load-balancing step happens whenever performance degrades by a certain threshold (Line 14-17 in Algorithm 6). For subsequent loadbalancing steps, the application captures the cost of load balancing (i.e., lb_time in Algorithm 6), the slope of performance degradation (i.e., (t2 − t1)/reinit_itv in Algorithm 6). According to [8] , we can get the theoretical load-balancing interval (Line 19 in Algorithm 6). When this interval is reached, the load-balancing algorithm is called. However, since the slope may be changing, we add another criteria that is when the cost of load balancing is covered by the cost caused by the increasing time-per-time-step, the load balancing is called. After that, each time a load balancing is performed, the cost of load balancing and the slope are updated and the new theoretical load-balancing interval is calculated. Thus, load balancing is called when either one of the two criteria is satisfied.
Note that, the value of threshold determines the time step when load balancing happens for the first time after simulation begins. The subsequent load balancing time steps is determined by calculating rebal. Our experiments show that a threshold between 0.03 to 0.2 works equally well with a standard deviation of 0.016 for average time per time step.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We begin this section by describing the test case and the platforms used for this study. Then we determine the cost of load balancing and how it scales. Finally, we discuss the improvement in performance of CMT-nek obtained using load balancing.
Problem description
In order to test the load-balancing algorithm, we used a test case that has been devised to mimic some of the key features of particle-laden, explosively driven flows that the load-balancing algorithm proposes to overcome. The test deals with expansion fans in one dimension which are simple compressible flows. The problem domain is a rectangular prism that extends from 0 to 0.0802 in the y and z directions and from −2.208 to 6.0 in the x direction. Note that the units in this case are non-dimensional. The particles are assigned between −1.0 and −0.5 in x direction, where the difference between the left (x = −1.0) and right (x = −0.5) boundaries determines the initial volume fraction of particles. The left boundary is often adjusted to obtain a different initial volume fraction.
Platform

Quartz.
Quartz is an Intel Xeon platform that is located in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Quartz has a total of 2,688 nodes, each having 36 cores. Each node is a dual socket Intel 18-core Xeon E5-2695 v4 processor (code name: Broadwell) operating at 2.1 GHz clock speed. The memory on each node is 128 GB. Quartz uses Omni-Path switch to interconnect with the parallel file system.
Vulcan.
Vulcan is an IBM BG/Q platform which is located in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Vulcan has 24,576 nodes with 16 cores per node, for a total of 393,216 cores. Each core is an IBM PowerPC A2 processor operating at 1.6 GHz clock speed. The memory on each node is 16GB. Vulcan uses a 5-D torus network to interconnect with the parallel file system. particles; and 3) reinitialization of data structures that are used in computation. The horizontal axis represents the number of MPI ranks while the vertical axis represents the time in seconds taken to load balance the application. The overhead incurred by a load-balancing step increases with the number of MPI ranks. Ideally, the distributed algorithm should take less time than the centralized algorithm with increasing MPI ranks since there is no processor P 0 bottleneck in it. However, on Quartz the centralized algorithm is faster due to a higher ratio of communication-time to computation-time on the system and the distributed algorithm is rich in communication especially in MPI _ALLGAT HERV . The hybrid algorithm, eliminates calls to MPI _ALLGAT HERV , as well as, the part in the centralized algorithm where all processors send their element loads to P 0 . As we can see from Figure 7 , the hybrid algorithm was the fastest. The actual overhead for 65, 520 MPI ranks for centralized, distributed and hybrid was 0.33, 0.57 and 0.31 seconds, respectively. Compared to the time per time step which was 0.17 seconds, the overhead expressed as a number of time steps was 1.94 for the centralized, 3 for the distributed, and 1.82 for the hybrid algorithm. This makes dynamic load balancing practical for a large class of simulations.
Experiments on Quartz
For these experiments, the total number of time steps was 100, and load-balancing took place every 10 steps. Thus, we found that the overhead for load balancing is low and scales very well with the number of processors. The load-balanced and non-load-balanced (original) codes were run on 67, 206 MPI ranks on Quartz, that is 1, 867 nodes with 36 cores per node. The grid size per element was 5 × 5 × 5 and the total number of elements was 900, 000. The variable lelt was set to 120 elements. The total number of particles was 1.125 × 10 9 , obtained as 1250 particles per element on an average. Initially, the percent of elements that have particles is 6.1% of the total number of elements. Figure 8 compares a trace of the CPU time taken per simulation time step for load-balanced versus the original. Adaptive hybrid load balancing was used in this example. The average time per time step for the original and the load balanced versions were 9.92 and 0.995 seconds, respectively. Thus, we gained an overall speedup of 9.97 using load balancing algorithm. During the duration of simulation, apart from the compulsory load balancing that happens before simulation time step 1, CMT-nek begins load balanced at 4, 077 time steps and after that, it will automatically load balance by itself (the small blue dot there represents the time taken by next step after load balance). Note that, in a production run, CMTnek simulation will run for several hundred thousand time steps (each time step is less than a micro second of real time), hence first automatic rebalancing happening at time step 4, 077 is not too late in that context. Original version did not finish in 2.2 hours.
Experiments on Vulcan
We now evaluate the load-balancing algorithms on Vulcan. Figure 9 shows the total overhead for a load-balancing step using the centralized, distributed and hybrid load-balancing algorithms. It is a weak scaling study so problem size increases proportionally to the number of MPI ranks, that is 2 elements per MPI rank and 343 particles per element on average. As we can see from Figure 9 , the load-balancing overhead increases with an increasing number of total MPI ranks. Especially, distributed algorithm was faster than the centralized and hybrid algorithms. That is because of a lower ratio of communication-time to computation-time on this platform. The actual overhead for 393, 216 MPI ranks for centralized, distributed and hybrid algorithm was 1.00, 0.77 and 0.84 seconds respectively. Compared to the time per time step which was 0.33 seconds, the overhead expressed as the number of time steps was 3.03 time steps for the centralized, 2.33 for the distributed, and 2.55 for the hybrid algorithm. The variable lelt, which is the maximum number of elements on an MPI rank, was set to 8 for these overhead runs. Of these experiments, the total number of time step was 100 and load balancing took place every 10 steps. Again, we can see from these results that the overhead for load balancing is low and scales very well with the number of processors. The load-balanced and original codes were run on 65, 536 MPI ranks, that is 16, 384 nodes with 4 cores per node. The grid size per element was 5 × 5 × 5 and the total number of elements was 900, 000. The total number of particles was 1.125 × 10 9 obtained as 1250 particles per element on average. Initially, the percent of elements that have particles was 6.1% of the total number of elements. The variable lelt was set to 140 for the load-balanced version. Figure 10 shows the differences in performance of load-balanced versus the original CMT-nek on Vulcan. The original version didn't finish in 5 hours. The time per time step for the original and the load-balanced versions was 20.00 and 2.52 seconds, respectively, giving us an overall speed-up of 7.9. Load balancing happened before simulation time step 1. There was no need to load balance after that since the time per time step didn't increase over the threshold set to trigger load balancing. Figure 11 shows a comparison between the adaptive load-balancing and user-triggered load-balancing algorithms. For the user-triggered load-balancing algorithm, the k = 500, thus load balance is triggered every 500 time steps. As we can see from the figure, there is no performance degradation in the first 4, 000 time steps, making any load balancing redundant during this time. However, right after step 4, 000 performance degrades sharply, requiring frequent loadbalancing. The user-triggered load-balancing algorithm is insensitive to these performance variations and continues to load balance every 500 time steps. The average time per time step from step Figure 11 : Performance comparison between adaptive loadbalanced and user-triggered load balanced versions of CMTnek on Vulcan. They were run on 32, 768 MPI ranks, that is 8, 192 nodes with 4 cores per node. Distributed loadbalancing algorithm was used. The time per time step for the user-triggered and the adaptive load-balanced versions was 4.17 and 3.78 seconds, respectively, for the last 2, 000 steps, giving us an overall improvement of 9.4%.
4, 000 to step 6, 000 taken by the adaptive and user-triggered loadbalancing versions was 3.78 and 4.17 seconds, respectively. Thus, adaptive load-balancing algorithm gained an overall improvement of 9.4% compared to the user specified triggered load-balancing algorithm, and further the load balancing happens automatically without requiring any intervention by the user.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that an architecture-independent mapping that reorders the spectral elements (and corresponding particles), followed by mapping and remapping the ordered spectral elements is an effective strategy for load balancing CMT-nek, a compressible, multiphase turbulent flow application. We have developed centralized, distributed and hybrid load-balancing algorithms and have studied their comparative overheads on two platforms, namely, Intel Broadwell and IBM BG/Q. Our results show that using this approach, we can potentially scale the application up to several million cores and still achieve reasonable load-balancing overhead and overall load balance. Using our load-balanced code we obtained a speed-up factor of up to 9.97. Given that scientific applications run simulations for weeks, this speed-up is significant since it will not only save valuable computing resources, but due to smaller execution times, will also result in fewer runtime failures. We also presented a simple adaptive load-balancing strategy which automatically triggers load balancing when needed. Compared to the user triggered load balancing, the adaptive load balancing strategy can additionally save time up to 9.4%. The current work was focused on one-dimensional expansion of particles. For many simulations, this expansion happens in two (cylindrical) or three (spherical) dimensions. We believe that improvements using our load-balancing schemes will be even larger than for the one-dimensional expansion reported in this paper.
